
Re: Another event with problematic MET
Claude Charlot [charlot@llr.in2p3.fr]
Sent:05 August 2011 15:25

To: petyt@physics.umn.edu

Cc: Dave Cockerill; bornheim@hep.caltech.edu

  
Hi David,

Many thanks. Good to see that everything is fine on the ECAL side for

this event. So although in the far tail, maybe it's a ttbar.

Cheers,

Claude

On 8/5/11 12:59 PM, David Petyt wrote:

> Hi Claude,

>           The Swiss-cross value of the highest energy rechit is OK:

>

>  EB hit:  E=149.855 E_t=148.761 time=-0.216212 swisscross=0.0333438

> ieta=-7 iphi=177

>

> RECHIT flags:

> EcalRecHit::kGood=1

> EcalRecHit::kPoorReco=0

> EcalRecHit::kOutOfTime=0

> EcalRecHit::kFaultyHardware=0

> EcalRecHit::kNoisy=0

> EcalRecHit::kPoorCalib=0

> EcalRecHit::kSaturated=0

> EcalRecHit::kLeadingEdgeRecovered=0

> EcalRecHit::kNeighboursRecovered=0

> EcalRecHit::kTowerRecovered=0

> EcalRecHit::kDead=0

> EcalRecHit::kKilled=0

> EcalRecHit::kTPSaturated=0

> EcalRecHit::kL1SpikeFlag=0

> EcalRecHit::kWeird=0

> EcalRecHit::kDiWeird=0

> EcalRecHit::kUnknown=0

>

>

> it is ~0 because there is a neighbouring rechit with almost the same

> energy. Timing, which is another indication of spike-like energy

> deposits, is also fine. None of the spike-like rechit flags

> (kOutOfTime, kWeird, kDiWeird) are set.

>

> So from these measurements, no indication of any spike-like activity

> in this hit, or its neighbours.

>

> Best regards,

>

> David.

>

> On Fri, 5 Aug 2011, Claude Charlot wrote:

>

>> Hi Dave,

>>

>> Thanks. I noticed also the rather good E/p matching in this case as

>> well has the rather good behaviour for the basic elID variables for

>> the high energy electron candidate. On the contrary the EE events

>> from prompt v5 have all very large E/p values (up to 40-50), clearly

>> indicating a problem. Still the very high MET is suspicious here, far
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>> off from any reasonable SM expectation, it will be interesting to

>> check the swiss cross as well.

>>

>> Cheers,

>> Claude

>>

>> PS: There is no pflow correction in the GsfElectrons unless you are

>> using non default momentum or energy values, are you? Otherwise what

>> you get from the electron 4momentum is the result of the E-p

>> combination. From your print out below, the values you quoted for

>> track p or pT correspond to what I have for the electron p or pT, ie

>> after the combination. And comparing it to the SC energy and E/p

>> values you can indeed get the amount of correction applied for the

>> electron 4momentum by the E-p combination.

>>

>> On 8/5/11 11:40 AM, Dave Cockerill wrote:

>>> Hi Claude,

>>>

>>> I have put the detailed findings at

>>>

>>> https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/AnomalousChannels

>>>

>>> At first sight all is OK - using GlobalTag GR_P_V21::All.

>>> If you have a different GlobalTag to recommend just let me know - I

>>> will also run on that.

>>>

>>> Only one high lasercalib reported in EB (identical to one of the two

>>> reported before) but well away from your SC. It does not contribute

>>> to any rechit>  2.5 GeV.

>>>

>>> All EB digis look fine for pulse shape, peaking time.

>>>

>>> All EB rechits look fine for time, lasercalib, intercalib and all

>>> are kGood=True.

>>> Reasonable energies are seen in the surrounding rechits to the

>>> highest rechit.

>>>

>>> One EE rechit has a bad time (EERec = 144, time 3nsec)

>>>

>>> Two superclusters, numbers 1 and 3, are 'close' to each other.

>>>

>>> ECAL SuperCluster  1

>>>   Energy = 333.8662 GeV

>>>   Et = 331.2140 GeV

>>> Phi =   2.900 , eta =  -0.126

>>> Phiwidth =   0.013 , etawidth =   0.011

>>>

>>> ECAL SuperCluster  3

>>>   Energy =  41.6869 GeV

>>>   Et =  34.7706 GeV

>>>   Phi =   2.866 , eta =  -0.621

>>>   Phiwidth =   0.016 , etawidth =   0.010

>>>

>>> There are 4 reconstructed gsf electrons, 2 -ve, 2 +ve, with

>>> satisfactory ECAL energy matching to track PTs.

>>> (Care needs to be taken with ECAL energy vs track mom'm in case

>>> particle flow corrections have predominantly been

>>> used with the tracker.) Anyway, the reasonable matching below would

>>> not occur if the ECAL had large anomalous energy deposits!

>>>

>>> ***Consistency plots of (ECAL supercluster PT)/(Tracker PT) could be

>>> used in future for electrons, as another independent check for

>>> anomalous ECAL energy (though this would get less good at higher

>>> energies).
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>>>

>>> Similar vertices for 3 of the gsfs, the other a bit displaced:

>>> gsfElectron, number  1, charge = -1

>>>   Eta = -0.622, phi =   2.843

>>>   Vertex x, y, z = 0.0746, 0.0311,   0.2 mm

>>>   Track pt    =  34.7 GeV

>>>   Track Mom'm =   41.64 GeV

>>>   Ecal energy =  41.6869 GeV

>>>   ECAL energy has been 'corrected' by particle flow, no longer equal

>>> to supercluster energy

>>>

>>> gsfElectron, number  2, charge = -1

>>>   Eta = 0.014, phi =   0.207

>>>   Vertex x, y, z = 0.0759, 0.0279,   0.2 mm

>>>   Track pt    =  85.4 GeV

>>>   Track Mom'm =   85.38 GeV

>>>   Ecal energy =  85.3146 GeV

>>>   ECAL energy has been 'corrected' by particle flow, no longer equal

>>> to supercluster energy

>>>

>>> gsfElectron, number  3, charge = 1

>>>   Eta = -0.129, phi =   2.903

>>>   Vertex x, y, z = 0.0743, 0.0295,   0.2 mm

>>>   Track pt    = 331.3 GeV

>>>   Track Mom'm =  334.01 GeV

>>>   Ecal energy = 333.8662 GeV

>>>   ECAL energy has been 'corrected' by particle flow, no longer equal

>>> to supercluster energy

>>>

>>> gsfElectron, number  4, charge = 1

>>>   Eta = -1.236, phi =   0.724

>>>   Vertex x, y, z = 0.3148, -0.2414,   0.3 mm

>>>   Track pt    =  21.1 GeV

>>>   Track Mom'm =   39.43 GeV

>>>   Ecal energy =  39.4325 GeV

>>>   ECAL energy has NOT been 'corrected' by particle flow, should be

>>> still equal to supercluster energy

>>>

>>> David has the code to run the tests for spikes using the Swiss cross

>>> - will leave him to report on that.

>>>

>>> Otherwise all is OK on the surface!

>>>

>>> Dave.

>>>

>>> -----Original Message-----

>>> From: Claude Charlot [mailto:charlot@llr.in2p3.fr]

>>> Sent: 05 August 2011 00:05

>>> To: Dave Cockerill

>>> Cc: petyt@physics.umn.edu; bornheim@hep.caltech.edu

>>> Subject: Another event with problematic MET

>>>

>>> Hi Dave,

>>>

>>> The thread on the hn and discussion this afternoon remembered me

>>> also of

>>> an event we found in the multilepton analysis

>>> that had a huge MET (226 GeV) nearly back-to-back with a huge electron

>>> candidate SC of ~330 GeV Et. The candidate is

>>> in the promt reco v4 period (Run= 165570 evt= 238719385 ls= 180) and it

>>> is in EB at eta=-0.13 and phi=2.90 so may have

>>> nothing to do with the ones spotted recently from the v5 and in nearly

>>> the same place and in EE. David suggested nevertheless

>>> you could have a look and check the laser calib on this one as well in
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>>> case, I have put an edm file of this event under

>>> lxplus:~charlot/public/MonsterEvent05JulReReco.root

>>>

>>> Cheers,

>>> Claude

>>>

>>

>> --

>> Claude Charlot                      e-mail: charlot@llr.in2p3.fr

>> Laboratoire Leprince-Ringuet        tel   : (33) 1 69 33 55 42

>> Ecole Polytechnique-CNRS/IN2P3      fax   : (33) 1 69 33 55 42

>> 91128 Palaiseau France              web   : http://llr.in2p3.fr/~charlot

>>

>>

--

Claude Charlot                      e-mail: charlot@llr.in2p3.fr

Laboratoire Leprince-Ringuet        tel   : (33) 1 69 33 55 42

Ecole Polytechnique-CNRS/IN2P3      fax   : (33) 1 69 33 55 42

91128 Palaiseau France              web   : http://llr.in2p3.fr/~charlot
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